While the planning for President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s memorial in Washington, D.C. began in the last century, the Eisenhower Memorial Commission is seeking a distinctly 21st-century space for the 34th president. But the contemporary approach is drawing the ire of groups pushing for a more traditional design. In 2009 following a national competition, Frank Gehry was selected to design the four-acre plaza, Eisenhower Square, south of the National Mall between the National Air and Space Museum and the Lyndon B. Johnson Department of Education Building. Gehry’s design, markedly absent his vocabulary of twisting forms, calls for a colonnade of unadorned limestone pillars supporting 80-foot tall woven stainless steel screens depicting scenes from Eisenhower’s life. A continuous mesh band is set 90 feet from the Education Building, and two 100-foot-wide screens frame the opposite corners.

Nothing like this has ever happened in D.C.” is how architect Shalom Baranes described the recent rezoning of the rail yards behind Union Station in the nation’s capitol. Baranes has been retained by the developer Akridge to design a mixed-use development across fourteen-acres of platform. Both the developer and the architect have remained relatively mum during the zoning process, preferring to wait until the ink had dried on official documents. The D.C. Zoning Commission unanimously passed the order in April and published it on June 9. The developer has set the bar pretty high for Baranes by calling the project Burnham Place after Daniel Burnham, the hundred year-old station’s architect. An initial reaction might be to compare the project to New York’s massive Hudson Yards proposal. But it’s

MAXXI’S OWN YOUNG ARCHITECTS PROGRAM WINNERS

WHEN IN ROME

As announced in March, the Museum of Modern Art and PS1 of New York have joined forces with MAXXI in Rome to launch YAP MAXXI, the first Italian edition of the 12-year-old Young Architects Program. On June 23, an exhibition of the five finalists and the winning project opened simultaneously at MoMA and MAXXI, documenting all five MoMA PS1 finalists and the five MAXXI finalists. In Rome, the winning project, WHATAMI designed
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CROSSING UNION LINES

Designed by Renzo Piano Building Workshop (RPBW) with Beyer Blinder Belle (BBB) as architect of record, the new High Line Maintenance and Operations (M&O) building is no incidental shed for storing lawn-mowers. It is a substantial 21,000-square-foot, four-story structure with a complex program that mixes public and private, backstage functions and an open-air gallery. “If I had only two words for the building: it would be frugal and robust,” said Mark Carroll, senior architect
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SUPER SHED

Designed by Renzo Piano Building Workshop (RPBW) with Beyer Blinder Belle (BBB) as architect of record, the new High Line Maintenance and Operations (M&O) building is no incidental shed for storing lawn-mowers. It is a substantial 21,000-square-foot, four-story structure with a complex program that mixes public and private, backstage functions and an open-air gallery. “If I had only two words for the building: it would be frugal and robust,” said Mark Carroll, senior architect

NEW OR DÉJÀ VU

While the planning for President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s memorial in Washington, D.C. began in the last century, the Eisenhower Memorial Commission is seeking a distinctly 21st-century space for the 34th president. But the contemporary approach is
Back to the Drawing Board for Seminary

In his piece “Not Too Close: New Renderings” (General Theological Seminary” [Jan 11, 06_22.2011], Tom Stoelker cites a supposed “one lone voice” against the plan, architect and Chelsea resident David Holowka. The article is ridiculous and untrue. There are very few residents who live on the blocks surrounding the GTS that support this plan. Did Mr. Stoelker canvas any of them (us) before writing his article? He never talked to me. Now is the time for architects and designers to put their shoulder to the grind around for do-able initiatives that provide a big bang for the smallest buck.

Letters

Any worthy report bolsters and expands upon an anecdotal truth. Architects gravitate to New York City in large numbers—even larger numbers than expected—making design the fastest growing creative industry in New York, according to the Center for an Urban Future (CUF), “a think tank dedicated to independent, fact-based research about critical issues affecting New York’s future.”

But we knew that. Now what? The recommendations of the report are concise and within reach—and in need of immediate and vocal endorsement by the entire design community.

On a small scale, the city already supports the fashion industry, helping to facilitate the move of the fall fashion shows to Lincoln Center, launching an incubator in the Garment District, and arranging a fellowship program and workshops for fashion entrepreneurs. That kind of backing needs to be more substantial to have any real meaning—the incubator is for 12 companies. But first, the city needs to understand that design is much more than fashion. It is that broad and diverse definition of the profession—encompassing everything from game design to building design—that has the potential, if treated as a single entity, to have tangible impact on the economy.

Too much political capital has already been spent on grouning and counter-grouning about the design improvements of the Lincoln Center as economic driver. The CUF report rightly says the show’s the thing, not the convention center itself, and suggests the city ought to better promote the design-related trade shows already here, namely ICFF. (It also roots for the resurrection of Brooklyn Design, shoot down this year when state funding was withheld.)

Other cities do it better. At the Milan furniture fair every year, banners stream across the streets, almost every shop, restaurant and hotel is stocked with event guides and maps. The city makes an enormous investment in high quality design installations spread across many neighborhoods. There is always a major attraction demanding vast international media coverage. One year, the big event was a palazzo where Yoko Ono artfully suspended knives, Robert Wilson staged a one-person drama in a life-size cornell box, and Peter Greenaway sat naked in a bathtub—thought provoking at all kinds of levels.

London has also pulled ahead of New York as a design destination, and in just a few short years. Can you imagine a New York City Design Council working with the NYCEDC to hatch plans for a design event? That’s what happened in London when British Design Council and the London Development Corporation launched the London Design Festival in 2003. In order to foster the festival as a city-wide event, marketing tool kits provided by the city go out to all participating design organizations, non-profits, museums, shops and many others. With a stroke—at the cost of a few banners, stickers, a website and a map with flags—the design festival is a branded event for the city that now attracts 500,000 visitors to events across the city for nine days every year.

The CUF report recommends begetting a New York Design Festival, but that could be expensive, something to save for blurser times. But right now there are things that can be done, again, following the example of others. In Korea, for instance, Seoul has built up a vendor list to promote designers and architects with strong track records for jobs within government and accessible to city, BIDs and development corporations. This is not the same as the Department of Design and Construction’s Design Excellence procurement program. It is simply a trusted resource list shared by all city departments—parks, planning, transportation, schools, health, etc.—on all matters of design from structures to signage to graphics for brochures. That may sound like a pipe dream given the local credo of balkanized power bases, but it would be an excellent starting place, and it is an achievable goal.

And what about a mayoral advisory group on urban design policy and priorities. Again it already exists in London, and Mayor Daley in Chicago relied on an informal design policy group that has helped put Chicago way ahead on the sustainable design front. The report, available for a good read at www.nyctfuture.com, is loaded with other smart ideas, from matchmaking designers to tech start-ups in entrepreneurial partnerships to creating affordable housing for the design industries and promoting the export of architecture and design services in the same way we export cars and beef.

Bloomberg made the right call when he decided to fund Bloomberg’s design organization will be looking around for do-able initiatives that provide a big bang for the smallest buck. Now is the time for architects and designers to put their shoulder to the ground to frame and promote those plans. Let’s make sure that the new mayor feels that ignoring such farsighted plans would be a scandalous loss for the city.

Julie V. Ivonne
PIANO FORTE

Frank Gehry is looking to sell his archive, Richard Meier opens his Queens storage room for models to visitors by appointment, and now Renzo Piano is giving back, too. On June 10, his eponymous foundation launched a new awards competition to encourage young Italian architects, a rare breed these days. To that end, the competition was open to designers under 40 with an office in Italy presenting a constructed work. The jury, composed mostly of architectural magazine editors, whittled 69 entries down to three winners who demonstrated “innovative and poetic space research.” The purse for the prize was 10,000 euros each. And the winners are lotta+Pavaran architects, ARGC and carloratiasociati.

CRANES HANG IN BALANCE

With a deadline looming, crane operators in New York had yet to finalize a contract, threatening to halt work at some of New York’s biggest construction sites. Crain’s New York broke the crane story and reported that $10 billion in construction projects might be effected, including work at the Barclays Center at Atlantic Yards in Brooklyn and World Trade Center Tower 4 (although both sides have agreed to continue work at the rest of the World Trade Center site with or without a contract). The developers and contractors are seeking to eliminate so-called “no work” positions of mechanics and oilers. Union reps are offended by “no work” characterization for what they say is well-trained and highly skilled labor. A deal must be reached by June 30.

JUMPSTARTING KIMMEL

On June 23, the Philadelphia city council gave the Kimmel Center the green light to revamp the Viñoly-designed arts complex. The building was celebrated upon its completion in 2001 but has soured in the court of public opinion over the years, in part due to a vast interior plaza which remained empty for much of the time. A new masterplan drawn up by KieranTimberlake hopes to animate the space by breaking through the Locust Street facade and situating a Wolfgang Puck café-restaurant in the void. Viñoly offered no comment on the renovations.

PROPS FOR SKYSCRAPER PROGENITOR

The Cities Service Building at 70 Pine Street in Manhattan, once the world’s tallest, finally made the grade at Landmarks Preservation Commission on June 21. It could be argued that the subtle Deco lines of the 66-story building played second fiddle to the Gothic grandeur of the Woolworth Building, and now New York by Gehry threatens to upstage the 1932 masterpiece by Clinton & Russell, second fiddle to the Gothic grandeur of the Woolworth Building, and now New York by Gehry threatens to upstage the 1932 masterpiece by Clinton & Russell, Holton & George. The commission decided to step in and give the building some well-earned respect by landmarking the exterior and its marble-clad lobby.